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T
hemimicry ofmechanizedmacroscale
functions at the nanoscale is impor-
tant for nanomanufacturing andnano-

robotics.1,2 However, even simple macro-
scopic tasks are extremely challenging at
these small size scales since it is hard to
achieve and control nanoscale actuation re-
producibly, reversibly, and especially in a
wireless manner. Catalytically constituted
micro- and nanostructures can accelerate
the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide
and enable the self-propulsion of micro- and
nanomotors,3�15 pumping of fluids,16�18 and
transport of colloidal particles.19,20 It is note-
worthy that versatilemethods to roll up nano-
membranes into functional tubes have been
previously demonstrated.21�25 Among
these methods, roll-up technologies on sac-
rificial polymer layers have allowed the
development of catalytically powered mi-
crojets26�29 for a variety of applications
including the assembly of microcargo,30,31

capture and delivery of cells,32,33 and the
biosensing of nucleic acids.34 Here, we fab-
ricate catalytic tubes with diameters in the
submicrometer range and investigate con-
trol over their catalytic motion.35,36 Further-
more, we discovered that the asymmetry in
the shape of the rolled-up nanotubes was
important in determining their trajectory
during self-propulsion and could be utilized
to enable functional nanotools. The use of
rolled-up tubes as nanomechanical tools,
such as nanodrillers, was hypothesized over
10 years ago;21 here, we provide the proof-
of-concept of their realization.
We utilized molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

to deposit thin films of InGaAs/GaAs on sacri-
ficial AlAs layers and bulk GaAs substrate.
Considerable strain in such heteroepitaxial
layers causes them to roll up into tubes with
nanoscale diameters upon release from the
substrate, as previously demonstrated.37,38

In order to create self-propelled tubes, it was
necessary to deposit a catalytically active
platinum (Pt) layer. Even with this Pt layer,

we observed that the strain in the MBE
membranes was high enough so that cata-
lytic nanotubes with diameters approxi-
mately 20 times smaller than previously
reported rolled-up catalytic microjets26,30

and half the size of the recently designed
nanojets could be formed.35 Consequently,
we are reporting here the smallest man-
made catalytic jet engines. Using these
smaller tubes, we address several important
questions. Can nanotubes overcome Brown-
ian diffusion and move along a specific
trajectory? Can the shape be utilized to alter
their trajectories and as a result permit new
functionalities? Can the power derived from
such motion be used to perform useful
tasks?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To create catalytically active roll-up tubes,
the successive growth of the sacrificial
AlAs layer (20 nm) and the strained In0.33-
Ga0.67As/GaAs bilayer (3/3 nm) by MBE on a
GaAs (001) substrate was followed by mag-
netron sputtering of different thicknesses of
Pt layers. After the deposition of metals, we
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ABSTRACT We describe nanoscale tools

in the form of autonomous and remotely

guided catalytically self-propelled InGaAs/

GaAs/(Cr)Pt tubes. These rolled-up tubes with

diameters in the range of 280�600 nm move

in hydrogen peroxide solutions with speeds as

high as 180 μm s�1. The effective transfer of

chemical energy to translational motion has allowed these tubes to perform useful tasks such

as transport of cargo. Furthermore, we observed that, while cylindrically rolled-up tubes move

in a straight line, asymmetrically rolled-up tubes move in a corkscrew-like trajectory, allowing

these tubes to drill and embed themselves into biomaterials. Our observations suggest that

shape and asymmetry can be utilized to direct the motion of catalytic nanotubes and enable

mechanized functions at the nanoscale.
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defined trenches for under-etching by scratching the
samples. The selective etching of the AlAs layer was
achieved using an 8.3% (v/v) HF solution for 30 s, which
induced the roll-up process by strain relaxation.
We fabricated samples with different thicknesses of

Pt layers from 0.5 to 2 nm and observed that a thicker
Pt film leads to an increase in the diameter of the
nanotubes from 280 up to 600 nm (Figure 1). We
attribute this increase to the increase in the overall
layer thickness, as has been discussed before.38�40 The
fabrication process is depicted in the lower inset of
Figure 1 and Figure S1 in Supporting Information,
showing the roll-up of the heteroepitaxially grown
InGaAs/GaAs/Pt nanomembranes. The upper inset of
Figure 1 shows a focused ion beam (FIB) cut SEM image
of a cross section of an individual nanotube consisting
of InGaAs/GaAs/Pt (3/3/0.5 nm) films.
In order to enhance the stability and mechanical

rigidity of the tubes for reproducible nanotools, Cr
(1 nm) as an additional adhesion layer was sandwiched
between the InGaAs and Pt layers. The rolled-up thin
film stack of InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) had an
average tube diameter of 600 nm. This number is
similar to the diameter achieved when 2 nm of Pt is
deposited in a thin film system of InGaAs/GaAs/Pt, as
can be seen in Figure 1.
Cylindrical or asymmetrically rolled tubes can be

obtained by scratching the thin films in different
directions.41 Figure 2A shows an SEM image of an
InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt nanotube with a slightly conical-
like geometry of 10 μm length.
Platinum-coated rolled-up tubes move autono-

mously as nanojets when they are immersed in a solu-
tion of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The catalytic nano-
jets are powered by the decomposition of H2O2 into
molecular oxygenwhich accumulates in the small cavi-
ty and eventually gets released from one end of the
nanotube as visible bubbles (Figure 2B�D). Figure 2B�
D illustrates the direction and speed of InGaAs/GaAs/
Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) nanojets immersed in different
concentrations of peroxide fuel. The depicted nanojets
move at speeds of 12, 84, and 110 μm s�1 for 6, 16, and
20% v/v H2O2, correspondingly (corresponding videos
are available in Supporting Information). These results
demonstrate that bubble-driven catalytic nanojets can
indeed overcome Brownian diffusion as well as the
high viscous forces of the fluid at low Reynolds
numbers.42 To reduce the high surface tension inside
the small tubes, 10% v/v of surfactant was added into
the fuel solution.43 Since at 20% v/v H2O2 the nanojets
acquire high speeds and yet controllable directionality,
we selected those fuel conditions as ideal to demon-
strate the capabilities of these jets as nanotools.
While a few tubes rolled up into cylinders (Figure 3A),

the vast majority of tubes rolled up at an angle, mainly
due to the substrate orientation since layers favor
rolling along the InGaAs Æ100æ direction.44 As a result,

many of the fabricated nanotubes present a sharp tip
clearly seen in Figure 3A(b,c). The release of bubbles
from these rolled-up structures is asymmetric in nature,
thus the catalytic nanojets move in curved trajectories
(Figure 3B(b,c).26As a comparison, a nanojet (a) which
has a straight opening self-propels linearly at 50μms�1

during 2.2 s (video 1 in Supporting Information),
whereas nanojet (b) moves in a circular trajectory at
speed of 63 μm s�1 during 3 s (video 2 in Supporting
Information). Nanojet (c) containing a sharper tip
moves in circular trajectories with a larger radius at a
speed of 68 μm s�1, during 5.2 s, and at the same time,

Figure 1. Scalability of the diameter of rolled-up nanotubes
consisting of hybrid heteroepitaxial catalytic InGaAs (3 nm)/
GaAs (3 nm)/Pt thin films. Bottom inset shows the rolled-up
fabrication process by selective under-etching of the sacri-
ficial AlAs (20 nm) layer. Top inset depicts a SEM image
containing a focused ion beam (FIB) cut of an individual
tube composed of InGaAs/GaAs/Pt (0.5 nm).

Figure 2. Motion and speeds of cylindrical catalytic rolled-
up nanotubes (nanojets) in different concentrations of
fuel solution. (A) SEM image of a InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/
1/1 nm) nanotube with an average diameter of 600 nm.
(B�D) Optical microscopy images of catalytic nanojets self-
propelled in 6, 16, and 20% v/v H2O2 recorded during 1 s.
Arrows shows the velocity magnitude at different fuel
conditions. Scale bar in B and C is 15 μm and in D is 30 μm.
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it performs a corkscrewmovement (video 3 in Support-
ing Information). To achieve that specific type of mo-
tion, the front end of the nanojet (c) propagates in a
straight line along its long axis of symmetry while the
back end of the tube performs a helix-like motion.
The screw-like motion is observed only for this
type of nanojets (Figure 3A(c)) and to our know-
ledge has never been reported either for previous
rolled-up microtubular jets or for nanowire-based
nanomotors.26,30

Figure 3C shows a schematic of the nanotools' (a)
circular, (b) straight, and (c) screw-like motions.
Straight arrows indicate the direction of motive force,
and circular arrows show torques (τ) acting on the
nanojets. The magnitude of torques depends on the
driving force, the length of the lever arm, and the
angle between the driving force vector and the lever
arm. In the case of straight motion (nanojet (a)), the
driving force acts along the long axis of symmetry, and
it propels the tube in a straight line. In contrast, the
origin of a torque in the z�x plane (τzx) leads to a
circular motion, shown in Figure 3C(b). If an additional
torque (τzx) is present due to a further asymmetry at the
edge of the nanotube, it can rotate the tube around its
long axis and consequently lead to a corkscrew-like
motion, shown in Figure 3C(c).

In order to serve as practical tools, guidance from
afar could also be achieved by incorporation of a
ferromagnetic layer. The deposition of a thin iron (Fe,
10 nm) layer on the top of the rolled-up tubes allowed
us to steer the nanojets using a small external magnet
placed underneath the working solution. Figure 4A
demonstrates the remote magnetic control over the
directionality of the motion of the self-propelled nano-
tools as reported previously formicrojet engines (video
4 in Supporting Information).30 Yellow arrows indicate
the direction of nanojet propulsion, whereas white
arrows show the direction of the external magnetic
field (B). It is clear that a small change in the direction of
the magnetic field is enough to alter the direction of
the nanojets.
We exploited the capabilities of the nanotools as

shuttles of yeast cells. Figure 4B illustrates the pick-up,
transport, and delivery of multiple yeast cells by a
catalytic nanotool in 20% v/v H2O2 (see videos 5�8
in Supporting Information). In the absence of attached
cells, the nanotool propels within a region crowded
with yeast cells at a speed of 125 μm s�1. The nanotool
could be guided to specific cells to be loaded (Figure 5B
central panel); when loaded with three yeast cells, the
tool decelerated down to a speed of 25 μm s�1. It is
noteworthy that, even though the nanotool has a
length of 10 μm, a dimension similar to the diameter
of the three transported cells, it moves at 2.5 body
lengths s�1 while transporting the cells, illustrating the
high power output of the catalytic nanojets. Since we
did not utilize any antibodies, we believe that the cells
were attached to the outer surface of the nanotool by
van der Waals type interactions. The loaded cells were
transported over a period of 25 s from a “crowded”
area to a “clean” area (videos 7 and 8 in Supporting
Information), enabling the transport of cells in solution
by self-propelled and remotely controlled nanotools.
The continuous rotation of the nanotool and the drag
force weakens the attachment of the cells to the tube,
so that they are eventually released. We observed that
the release of the cells leads to an acceleration of the
nanotool reaching speeds of about 180μms�1 (video 8
in Supporting Information). Note that this speed is
higher than the initial speed in the crowded area,
where the nanotool collided with several yeast cells,
slightly reducing its velocity. Although the transport of
cells by larger catalytic microjets was previously re-
ported by our group32 and Wang's group,33 the jets
utilized here are much smaller and yet powerful
enough to transport cells.
We also exploited the corkscrew propulsion (video 9

in Supporting Information) of the nanojets to drill into
biomaterials such as those constituting HeLa cells,
which are an immortal cell line derived from cervical
cancer. It should be noted that we utilized paraformal-
dehyde to fix the cells prior to the drilling experiments
for two reasons: (a) wewanted to remove the influence

Figure 3. SEM images of rolled-up nanotubes with cylin-
drical and asymmetric geometries and their autonomous
trajectories in 20%v/v H2O2 and 10%v/v surfactant. (A) SEM
images of rolled-up InGaAs/Cr/Pt layers forming (a) straight
cylindrical opening and (b,c) asymmetric “sharp tip” like
structures. (B) Tracked trajectories of self-propelled nano-
tools following (a) straight, (b) circular, and (c) corkscrew-
like trajectories. (C) Schematic of the trajectories with forces
represented by straight yellow arrows and torques repre-
sented by circular yellow arrows.
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of any chemically induced deformation of the cell
during drilling in the H2O2 fuel; (b) these fixed cells
represent a cross-linked version of a realistic cellular

biomaterial, so we rationalized that, if the nanotools
could generate enough force to drill into fixed cells,
they would likely have more than enough force to drill
into un-cross-linked cells. The type of motion needed
for drilling is clearly shown in Figure 5 by optical
microscope sequences of an individual nanojet which
self-propels in a screw-like motion during 200 ms
at a rotational frequency of 10 Hz (fuel composition:
20% v/v H2O2, 10% v/v surfactant). Straight arrows in
the images indicate the linear displacement of the
nanojet during the studied time. The inset of Figure 5A
depicts a schematic of the rotation of the nanojet during
translation. The optical image in Figure 5B displays a
single nanotool which self-propels and embeds itself
into a fixed HeLa cell (videos 10�20 in the Supporting
Information show several self-propelled nanotools dril-
ling into HeLa cells). Once the cellular boundary is
reached, the nanotools stick to it and start drilling the
cellular biomaterial over several minutes.
In order to gain insight into the drilling phenomena,

weperformed SEMusing a secondary (Figure 6A,C) and
backscatter (Figure 6B,D) detector which shows individ-
ual nanotools drilled into HeLa cells. The contrast in the
backscatter images of Figure 6B,D is due to different
atomic masses and allows us to clearly differentiate
between the metallic tubes and the paraformalde-
hyde-fixed cells. They show that themetallic nanotools
were indeed embedded into these fixedHeLa cells. The
yellow arrows indicate an initial direction of nanotools
drilling into the cells. We also observed this drilling via

optical microscopy and observed that, once the nano-
tools reach the fixed cells, they insert a repetitive
motion at a frequency above 40 Hz for the studied
fuel conditions. Since a smooth rotational motion was
sometimes impeded by the roughness of the object
surface, we also observed a translational or impulse
motion. Subsequently, once bound to the target cell,

Figure 4. Remotemagnetic guidanceof InGaAs/GaAs/Pt nanotools. Thesenanojetswere sputteredwith a 10nm thick layer of
Fe after rolling-up, to enablemagnetic guidance. (A) Image sequences showing that the nanotools are aligned in the direction
of the externalmagnetic field. (B) Image sequences illustrating the use of self-propelled nanotools for loading, transport, and
delivery of multiple yeast cells (videos 4�8 in Supporting Information). Scale bars in A and B correspond to 15 and 10 μm.

Figure 5. (A) Autonomous corkscrew-likemotion of a single
InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) rolled-up nanojet. Arrows
indicate relativemotion of the nanojet between panels, and
the schematic inset shows the type of motion (representa-
tive videos 3 and 9 are available in Supporting Information).
(B) Optical microscopy image of an active nanotool drilling
into a cross-linked biomaterial;a paraformaldehyde-fixed
HeLa cell. Scale bar = 10 μm (multiple examples are avail-
able in videos 10�20 in Supporting Information).
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we observed that each nanotool asserted this repeti-
tive force over 2000 times a minute, which facilitated
their penetration inside the fixed cell.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated the applica-
tion of self-propelled catalytic nanojets fabricated
by the roll-up of nanofilms deposited by molecular
beam epitaxy. MBE growth of ultrathin heteroepitaxial

layers allows the reduction of the tube diameter down
to 280 nm, representing the smallest jet engine re-
ported to date. The particular asymmetry of the tubular
structures provides a screw-like motion which was
employed for drilling into fixed cells. When a ferromag-
netic layer was deposited on top of the rolled-up
nanojets, an additional remote control over themotion
of such nanotools enabled their directed guidance.
Despite the small size, the nanotools are able to pick up
and transport multiple yeast cells to desired targets.
Although the fuel employed for self-propulsion is still
toxic to sustain viable mammalian cellular functions,
alternative mechanisms of powered motion45�47 and
working conditions foresee the use of this concept in
diverse applications such as biomedical engineering,
biosensing, and biophysics. Similar to other micro- and
nanomotors, the propulsion nanotools may be direct-
ed by other sources such as light,48 chemical,49 or
electrochemical stimuli.50 While hydrogen peroxide
may be acceptable for applications in nanomanufactur-
ing and nanorobotics, biocompatible fuels need to be
developed for live-cell applications. Nonetheless, due to
the reduced dimensions but yet the high propulsion
power, our results suggest strategies of using shape, size,
and asymmetry of catalytic nanostructures as tools to
realize mechanized functions at the nanoscale.

METHODS
Culturing of HeLa Cells. Before culturing HeLa cells on glass

coverslips, the glass coverslips were sterilized by exposure to
oxygen plasma for approximately 30 min. To ensure the attach-
ment of cells, the slips were modified by phosphonic acids
according to the protocol previously reported (J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1994, 116, 1737 and Inorg. Chem. 1994, 33, 5050). Briefly, the
glass coverslips were immersed in 50 μM 11-phosphonounde-
canoic acid in toluene for 12 h, then rinsed with toluene and
dried at 90 �C. The fibronectin was covalently attached to
phosphonic acid functionalized glass coverslips by activation
of the �COOH group using EDC and NHS coupling agents.
Phosphonic acid modified slips were dispersed in 1 mL of PBS
containing 0.02 M EDC and 0.01 M NHS for 2 h to activate the
�COOH groups. Twenty microliters of fibronectin solution
(1 mgmL�1) was then added to the�COOH-activated coverslip
solution and left overnight at 37 �C. The activated �COOH
group bound with the �NH3 group of fibronectin, resulting in
the formation of a covalent CO�NH amide bond. HeLa cells
were dissociated by treating with trypsin (0.25%, 5 min, 37 �C),
then diluted in DMEM/10% FBS supplemented with 0.5 mM
L-glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin and plated onto
the coverslips at low density (104 cells cm�2). The samples were
flooded with freshly made medium and incubated for 24 h to
allow the cell spreading. After that, the cell culture was briefly
fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde for 20 min and immersed into
nanotube working solution (20% peroxide and 10% common
soap) for the drilling experiment.

In the transporting experiment, budding yeast cells (bakery
yeast) are used. Budding yeast cells were culture in YPDmedium
(casein, enzymatically digested 20 g L�1, yeast extract 10 g L�1,
glucose 20 g L�1, pH value 6.5( 0.2, Carl Roth GmbHþ Co. KG)
overnight at 28 �C. Yeast cells were then transferred into
nanotube working solution for the transport and delivery
experiment. The concentration of the cells was controlled so
that the substrate has coverage of around 105 yeast cells/cm2.

Sample Preparation for SEM Imaging. Prior to SEM imaging, cell
culture is fixed inmixed primary fixative (3%paraformaldehyde/
0.1 M sodium cacodylate/0.05 M CaCl2/0.05 M MgCl2/2.5%
sucrose and 1.5% glutaraldehyde at pH 7.4) at room tempera-
ture for 1 h, then rinsed three times with 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate/2.5% sucrose solution. The cell culture is subse-
quently treated with postfixative of 1% osmium tetraoxide in
0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4 on ice for 1 h, and then rinsed
thoroughly with water, and dehydrated with grade series of
cold ethanol (70, 90, 100%). The sample was then dried in a
critical point dryer and coated with 60 nm carbon for SEM
imaging.
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